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With the aim of becoming a more open laboratory,
internationally as well as domestically, STRL accepts
researchers from abroad. Recently, we invited three

researchers from the Brazilian commercial TV broadcaster TV Globo,
which has maintained a close exchange of program production with NHK and has shown a keen interest
in the Japanese digital terrestrial broadcasting system, ISDB-T.

The three researchers, Ms. Ana Eliza Faria E Silva (at the left in the photograph), Ms. Rosanne
Vasconcelos Passato (center), and Mr. Daniel Monterio de Barros Pinheiro (right), arrived at STRL at
the end of October. The three researchers will stay at STRL for three to four months.

Researchers from Brazil Arrive in Japan

The International Broadcasting Convention (IBC) 2002 took place in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, from September 12 to September 17,
2002. On exhibition were approximately 1,000 items of broadcasting

equipment, and the event was attended by over 40,000 people.
Approximately 60 presentations were made, among which three were
from STRL. 

At a session on three-dimensional video, Dr. Yuichi Yamanoue, Senior
Research Engineer in the Three-dimensional Audio-Visual Systems division,
gave a report on the latest research results regarding the relationship between
parallax distribution and the ease of viewing stereoscopic images. Many
participants requested that these results be incorporated in a guideline for three-
dimensional image presentation. A session on advanced technology included
two presentations by STRL researchers; one on an invisible light projection system* that provides
various forms of information presentation for programs was presented by Mr. Tadashi Fukaya,
Research Engineer of the Multimedia Services division; and one on the HDTV Axi-vision camera**
that detects distance information per pixel, in addition to obtaining the subject's HDTV image, was
given by Mr. Masahiro Kawakita, Research Engineer of the Display and Optical Devices division. A
screening of an HDTV video produced with these technologies was also held. The technologies were
evaluated as being ones with a high level of implementability. In particular, the HDTV Axi-vision
camera was highly regarded for its technological innovation and prospective implementation, and
Kawakita's paper won the IBC President's Award for Best Paper 2002.         * : see page 28 ** : see page 24

IBC2002 - STRL Researcher Wins the IBC President's Award for Best Paper 2002

Ana Eliza Faria E Silva
I am Ana, a Brazilian engineer of
Globo TV Networks. Having
studied digital video transmission
and quality assessment for the past
seven years, it is for me a great
opportunity to be at NHK
laboratories researching about
mobile reception techniques. I am
convinced that this experience will
be of major importance to my
company and to my country's
digital terrestrial television
deployment.

Rosanne Vasconcelos Passato
I work at Globo TV in Brazil and
belong to the Engineer Research
and Development Department. At
NHK, I have been working with the
Multimedia Services Division, in a
project related to MPEG-7, content
management, and database
technologies. I am sure this
opportunity will constitute a
valuable experience in professional
and personal terms, and strengthen
even more the partnership between
NHK and Globo TV.

Daniel Monterio de Barros Pinherio
I'm very glad to join the NHK STRL
research team and also the
Advanced Audio and Video Coding
(AAVC) division. My research in
the JVT video compression
algorithm is being very productive,
since all my colleagues are very
helpful and I also receive important
orientations from my advisor. I'm
sure that this four months working
with the STRL team will be one of
the most unforgettable experiences
in all my life.
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Topics

On August 1, 2002, the National Promotion Committee on Digital Terrestrial
Broadcasting completed formulation of their policy on analog channel
adjustment. The draft policy was submitted to the Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs,

Posts and Telecommunications (MPHPT) who then consulted the Radio Regulatory Council's reports
regarding "Modification of the Basic Plan for Broadcasting Promotion" and "Modification of Frequency
Use for Broadcasting," as well as reports on licensing policy for digital terrestrial television systems. The
Radio Regulatory Council accepted the draft plan on September 18. It prescribed that more the two thirds
of programs in one day need to be simul-broadcast with the conventional analog system, and that more
than half of programs in a week need to be broadcast with HDTV. In accepting these policies, NHK
submitted an application for its license in December 18, 2002. This led NHK to initiate full-scale servicing
of facilities for digital terrestrial broadcasting, with a goal to commence broadcasting in the three major
metropolitan areas of Kanto/Chukyo/Kinki by the end of 2003.

Regarding the facilities for digital terrestrial broadcasting, which range from transmission to reception
and include in-station systems, a master station, relay stations, and receivers, STRL's research and
development center on reducing the cost of relay broadcasting. Since additional radio interference will
likely occur when digital broadcasting is added to the present analog broadcasting, technologies to deal
with various propagation conditions, considering geographical and meteorological features, will be
needed.
- Broadcast wave relay technology

Directly distributing broadcast waves to a relay station greatly reduces equipment cost, since it does
not require the establishment of a special microwave circuit or other provisions. Broadcast wave relay
stations on a Single Frequency Network (SFN) employ the same frequency for receiving and transmitting
a broadcast, necessitating the elimination of any interference caused by the coupling of signals
transmitted to the receiving antenna. STRL has constructed a "coupling canceller" system to accomplish
this elimination.

To deal with reception electrical field fluctuations and interference, which are significant in broadcast-
wave overseas relay propagation, we are developing diversity reception/equalization technology. This
will improve reception characteristics through the use of multiple antennas installed at different
locations.
- Long-delay multipath countermeasure technology

While one of the features of digital terrestrial broadcasting is that it resists multipath interference, this
merit disappears immediately when the multipath delay time exceeds a certain limit. A relay station at an
elevated location with a good line of sight has the capability of receiving radio waves originating from
unexpectedly far away, which raises a need for a function that removes the influence of long-delay
multipath signals that exceed the limit.
- Gap filler

Advances are being made toward creation of a simplified system that will re-transmit broadcast waves
in a relatively small area in which radio signals are interrupted (a gap), such as behind a tall building in
an urban area. In mountainous areas, this system can also be used as a small relay station.

License for Digital Terrestrial Broadcasting and Network
Technology
Makoto Sasaki, Director, Digital Broadcasting Networks
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